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Abstract. Interactive surfaces and multi-touch tables are increasingly available
outside academic contexts, and are entering, for instance, work or educational
contexts. A large variety of applications exists for a multitude of tasks. For interacting with these applications, existing interaction concepts are often directly
mapped to the multi-touch surface, which is often limited by physical constraints. For instance, to enter text on an interactive surface, most often a virtual
keyboard is used. However, users cannot feel when, for instance, they have accidentally pressed two keys at the same time. Research on mobile devices has
identified vibrotactile feedback as an effective means to support users when interacting with touch screens. In this work, we present results of an experiment
in which we investigated whether typical tasks (e.g., typing text, drag-and-drop
of items) on interactive multi-touch surfaces can be supported by providing vibrotactile feedback directly on the surface*. We compared direct feedback with
distal feedback provided on the user's body, as well as their combination. Surprisingly, our results show that all compared variants of vibrotactile feedback
had no significant positive effect on the task performance. Yet participants rated
tactile feedback significantly higher regarding interaction support and subjective speed compared to no provided feedback.
Keywords. Interactive surfaces, vibrotactile feedback, touch-based interaction,
multi touch.
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Introduction

Recently, large interactive surfaces have begun to come out of the labs and are entering diverse usage contexts such as domestic, or workplace environments. Reasons are
maturing technologies and progress in interaction research, which enable an increasing number of use cases wherein direct multi-touch on interactive surfaces is the main
interaction style. Touch-based interaction is commonly considered to be natural [6] as
users can interact with virtual objects as they expect it based on their experiences with
real physical objects [7]. However, depending on the task, the absence of correspond*

A demo video is available at http://youtu.be/0DzTtBTeglQ

ing tactile feedback of virtual objects decreases user experience and performance
(which is in particular a challenge in the field of virtual reality [2]).
This challenge of missing corresponding tactile feedback applies also to touchbased interaction with hand-held mobile devices such as smartphones. One solution
that has been identified to significantly increase the typing performance on virtual
keyboards is vibrotactile feedback [3]. That is, users benefit from short vibrotactile
sensations when touching a button, indicating that an effect has resulted from the
input.
Evidently, vibrotactile feedback is a promising candidate for increasing performance and accuracy of touch-based interactions on large interactive multi- touch surfaces. However, it is not obvious how differences to hand-held devices (e.g., multitouch interactions, screen size, task-type) influence the positive effect of vibrotactile
feedback.
In this work, we contribute findings of a user study investigating the effect of vibrotactile feedback during interaction with interactive surfaces enabling multi- touch.
The study compared direct vibrotactile feedback on the surface with distal feedback
on the user’s wrist [11], as well as the combination of both. As a base- line, no vibrotactile feedback was given. Surprisingly, our findings indicate that vibrotactile
feedback provided directly on a surface does not increase the users’ performance in a
typing task as observed on hand-held devices. In fact, none of the tested feedback
conditions results in a significant improvement compared to conditions wherein no
feedback was provided. However, participants expressed that vibrotactile feedback (in
any form) is helpful and preferred over no feedback.
In the remainder of this paper, we discuss related works, introduce our experimental setup, and discuss the results and observations gained during the experiment.
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Related Work

Early work on vibrotactile feedback was done in the field of virtual reality (VR). In
this context, the absence of tactile feedback while interacting with virtual objects was
identified as a challenge and different approaches for providing force feedback (e.g.,
[4]) and tactile feedback [5] have been introduced.
For interaction with interactive surfaces such as touch screens, the challenge is
similar: users can touch objects displayed on the screen. However, it is always the
same sensory experience.
Similar as in VR, additional input devices can be used which provide vibrotactile
feedback when necessary. For instance, the HapticPen enables one or multiple users
to interact with a touch screen and experience individual feed- back [8]. Marquardt et
al. introduced the Haptic Tabletop Puck, a mouse-like device providing feedback
which the user moves on the tabletop to experience different surface qualities [10].
McAdam and Brewster investigated the effect of distal feedback on typing tasks using
a small touch screen [11]. Conceptually, distal feedback is provided by the users’
personal mobile phone and its built-in vibration alarm. In their study, they used external vibration actuators placed on the user’s body. Their study results indicate that

distal feedback improves users’ typing performance compared to when no feedback
was provided.
Among the approaches that include an external device which provides the vibrotactile feedback, all have in common that the interaction with objects is less or not at all
natural because direct touching is not possible. Hence, approaches that provide tactile
feedback directly on the surface are capable of maintaining the natural interaction.
Brewster et al. investigated the effect of vibrotactile feedback provided directly on the
touch screen of mobile phones [3]. They found that such feedback has a significant
positive effect on users’ performance.
Another approach for enriching the tactile experience on interactive surfaces was
presented by Bau et al. with TeslaTouch [1]. TeslaTouch is based on electro- vibration
and hence, no physical movement of the surface is required to create the feedback.
However, the electrovibration changes the force of attraction between the touching
finger and the surface, which results in a specific perceived friction when moving the
finger. Therefore, the feedback can only be provided for dragging interactions.
In this work, we examine the approach of providing tactile feedback through attaching vibration actuators at the bottom side of a large interactive surface which
allows us to consider not only the dragging of objects but also tasks such as typing, in
which the fingers of the user only touch the surface to trigger a button without dragging. Further, the size of the interactive surface is of relevance when considering multi-touch interactions.
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User Study

We designed and conducted an experiment1 in order to investigate how vibrotactile
feedback effects interaction with an interactive surface in comparison to settings with
distal feedback and without any feedback. In the following, we introduce the design,
tasks, and apparatus of the user study.
Design. We applied a within-subject design. The independent variable was the feedback: direct feedback on the interactive surface, distal feedback provided on the user’s
body, and combined direct and distal feedback. Finally, as baseline, no feedback was
provided.
In counterbalanced order, participants used each of the four feedback variants to
complete a series of tasks, which were also presented in counterbalanced order. While
interacting with the interactive surface, participants were standing and allowed to
move around the table. After each round with a feedback variant, participants filled in
a questionnaire rating the previously tested feedback variant.
Tasks. Similar to previous work, we argue that typing is not the primary and only
activity that is likely to be performed with an interactive surface. Hence, we included
two additional tasks to test the effect of each feedback variant. These required dragand-drop actions, the use of multiple fingers at the same time, and a steering task.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Graphical user interfaces of the task applications: (a) a typing task, (b) a puzzle, and (c)
a steering task.

1. Typing task. In the typing task, participants were asked to type six English sentences during each feedback condition. The sentences were taken from a standard set
designed for typing performance testing [9]. The sentences are of equal length and
complexity and do not contain special characters or punctuation marks.
The user interface of the typing task application shows three items: the given sentence to type, a text field, and a virtual QWERTY keyboard (see Fig. 1a). Users
can move the virtual keyboard to a preferred position in which they find it comfortable to type. Vibrotactile feedback (if available) was provided when hitting a
character key on the virtual keyboard.
The collected data consisted of the task completion time, the number of corrections, and the number of errors.
2. Puzzle. In the puzzle task, participants were given a number of shapes on the interactive surface which had to be matched with predefined positions which were indicated by gray placeholders (see Fig. 1b). Vibrotactile feedback (if available) was
provided when the user managed to place an item on its target (considering location and rotation within a specific tolerance). The puzzle was solved when all items
were positioned correctly.
The collected data were the task completion time and the number of times an item
was released outside the accepted tolerance.
3. Steering task. In the steering task, participants were asked to steer a rectangle
through a given path without touching the borders of the path (see Fig. 1c). When
they reached the end of the path, participants had to follow the path back to the
starting point. Vibrotactile feedback (if available) was provided when the distance
between the path border and any corner point of the rectangle was less than a specific threshold.
The collected data encompassed the task completion time and the number of times
the rectangle shape accidentally hit the border of the path.
Apparatus. The apparatus system for the experiment consists of an interactive surface
which is augmented with four vibration actuators (see Fig. 2a). The interactive surface
is based on frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) for sensing multiple touch events
simultaneously. The surface display is based on a rear projection (1280×1024 px),
controlled by a computer which runs surface applications.

To generate the vibrotactile feedback that can be perceived when touching the surface of the multi-touch table, four 50 Watt low-frequency speakers (20-80 Hz) are
mounted inside the interactive surface. They are powered by two 100 Watt amplifiers
that are connected to the surface computer. In order to provide vibrotactile feedback,
the running surface application plays an audio file which specifies the vibration pattern (a square wave was empirically found to produce a strong tactile sensation on the
surface). Similar to the direct feedback, the distal feedback is generated using a vibration actuator which was attached to the participant’s wrist (see Fig. 2c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. The apparatus systems: (a) An interactive surface using rear projection. (b) Four ‘bass
pumps’ mounted inside the interactive surface in order to generate low- frequency vibrations.
(c) C2 vibration actuator to provide distal feedback.

Participants. Through an email list, we recruited 18 participants (10 males and 8 females) aged between 21 and 31 years. Participants were randomly selected. All but
one participant (a teacher) were students with diverse backgrounds (technical and
humanities). Participants received 10 Euro after the study as a reward.
Hypotheses. Overall, we hypothesized that vibrotactile feedback has a positive effect
on the interaction. In particular:
H0: Direct vibrotactile feedback provided by the surface leads to better (faster task
completion and less errors) performance during interaction (typing, puzzle, and steering) compared to no feedback and to distal feedback.
H1: Combined distal and direct feedback outperforms their separate effect (faster
interaction and less errors).
H2: Direct feedback is subjectively preferred over distal and combined feedback by
users.
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Results

We hypothesized that vibrotactile feedback has a positive effect on the task completion time (H0). To our surprise, the mean task completion times for the three tasks are
very close to each other. As figure 3 shows, in the typing task, the average completion
time for the condition ‘no feedback’ is higher (M=72.7s) com- pared to distal
(M=68.4s), direct (M=66.6s), and combined feedback (M=64.8s). Yet testing with a
one-way repeated-measures ANOVA shows that differences are not significantly
different (F(3; 51)=1.76; p=.17). Moreover, for the puzzle and the steering task, the
direct feedback resulted in the longest completion times. This raises the question why

direct vibrotactile feedback has a significant positive effect on typing performance
when using a mobile device (see [3]), however, not when applied on a large surface.
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Fig. 3. Task completion times for the tasks ‘typing’, ‘puzzle’, and ‘steering’ (Error bars show
the standard deviation).

Further, we compared the number of fixes (how many times the backspace key was
pressed). Overall, there is a significant effect (F(1.77; 29.99)=6.77; p=.005): Direct
feedback (M=4.22, SD=4.70), distal feedback (M=4.28, SD=3.14), and combined
feedback (M=4.72, SD=4.01) equally often required the user to correct typing errors,
followed by no feedback (M=10.05, SD=8.92). A pairwise comparison shows that
only direct feedback requires significantly less fixes com- pared to no feedback
(p=.04).
The minimum string distance (i.e., Levenshtein distance) which gives an estimation of the number of errors made, did not show significant differences between the
four feedback types (F(3; 51)=.38; p>.05).
During the task of solving the puzzle, participants performed numerous drag- anddrop actions. This type of interaction differs from typing as the user’s fingers are in
contact with the surface for longer times. Hence, vibrotactile feedback should help to
place the puzzle pieces in place correctly. However, looking at the average number of
falsely placed pieces, it shows that combined feedback resulted in the highest number
of errors (M=5.9; SD=3.3), followed by distal (M=4.8; SD=3.7), no feedback (M=4.3;
SD=1.7), and direct feedback (M=4.1; SD=1.7), yet the differences are not significant
(F(3; 51)=.81; p>.05).
Comparing the amount of errors made during the steering task shows no significant
differences (F(3, 51)=2.46; p>.05). However, the numbers show a tendency indicating
that feedback is helping: no feedback (M=4.89, SD=4.32) compared to direct
(M=2.72, SD=2.73), distal (M=2.61, SD=2.35), and combined feedback (M=2.83,
SD=3.22).
These results contradict to our hypothesis H0, which consequently has to be rejected. Further, the combination of direct and distal feedback does not result in better
results. Consequently, H1 has to be rejected as well.

Fig. 4. Subjective ratings of the four feedback conditions (Bars show medians; error bars show
standard deviation).

After each task, participants rated the feedback type via different statements (see
Fig. 4) on a 5-point scale (1=fully disagree). Regarding the statement S1 (‘The feedback irritated me.’), participants did not rate the feedback types significantly different
(χ2(18)=5.8; p>.05). For all other statements, significant differences were reported, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. However, interestingly the only significant differences are those
between conditions in which feedback was given and the baseline condition in which
no feedback was provided, as shown by pairwise comparison. For instance, in statement S3 (‘The feedback allowed me to quickly finish the task.’), all three conditions
in which vibrotactile feedback was provided were rated the same on average
(Mdn=4.0). In statements S4 and S5, distal feedback was rated lower compared to
direct and combined feedback. As these differences are not significant, it might at
least indicate that the presence of direct feedback is appreciated by users. These subjective ratings indicate that from the users’ point of view, it only matters that feedback
is provided at all – not how this is implemented. Accordingly, hypothesis H2 cannot
be confirmed.
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Discussion & Conclusion

In this work, we investigated the effect of vibrotactile feedback on interaction with
large interactive surfaces. Feedback provided directly on the surface, distal, or combined, did not have an effect on the users' performance. In fact, this result is surprising
as previous work showed that vibrotactile feedback significantly improves speed and
accuracy.
One obvious explanation for the small objectively measured effect is that performing touch and drag-and-drop interactions on an interactive surface already causes
strong tactile sensations. Hence, a vibrotactile feedback has to be even stronger compared to this resulting sensation at the users' fingertips. In the case of mobile handheld devices, we hypothesize that the hand holding the device is mainly responsible
for feeling the vibrotactile feedback, rather than the finger used for input.
In addition, the results of this experiment depend strongly on the used FTIR technology, which requires users to perform stronger touches compared to a capacitive

touch screen. Hence, future work should investigate if and how vibrotactile feedback
is beneficial on capacitive surfaces such as the Samsung SUR40. The data measured
during the experiment, such as task completion time different error values, did not
support our initial hypothesis that direct feedback has a positive effect on the performance. However, users reported that any given type of vibrotactile feedback is valuable to them as they felt that they performed tasks faster.
As the tested feedback types (direct, distal, and combined) do not cause considerable differences in terms of speed (task completion) and accuracy (errors), the decision
regarding which type of feedback to offer depends mainly on the given application
design. For instance, in multi-user games it might be interesting to provide a common
feedback for all players directly on the surface. At the same time, private feedback
could be provided via distal means.
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